IMRE SUTTON
One will look in vain for Indian Country on most maps. Although many observers would readily identify it with tribes in the hinterland, few would recognize the unique polity of this place. As a toponym, or place name, Indian Country seems to belong to the past. Yet, it has prevailed in the literature for more than a century-not only in legal discourse and law, but also in historic reference.1 Associated in the past with the frontieressentially beyond the frontier-Indian Country at one time or another was identified with tribes whose territories remained generally intact. From the perspective of territorial government, Indian Country was extraterritorial. The refinement of the concept of Indian Country, more than its better delimitation as a real place, has relied on law, not history, and essentially means lands held in trust.
Although the geographical delimitation of Indian Country beyond the bounds of reservations has remained somewhat elusive, efforts to ascertain such bounds began to take on new meaning as non-Indians squatted on tribal lands or otherwise secured homesteads on land ceded by treaties. Increased encroachment by the white majority, leading to conflicts and hostile negotiations, brought Indians and non-Indians into closer contact by dint of adjacent landholding and day-to-day living. When later laws opened reservations subsequent to the distribution (allotment) of land to individual tribal members, non-Indians became permanent inhabitants of many reservations and, hence, "citizens" Imre Sutton is a professor emeritus of geography at California State University, Fullerton. of Indian C o~n t r y .~ In fact, in selected areas of the West (e.g., in California and parts of the Northwest) the number of nonIndians exceeds that of Indians as residents of many reservations.
Actually, when speaking of Indian Country, we should include counties that contain reservations, for here we will encounter many Indians who are residents of lands and towns external to reservations. This broader view of Indian Country focuses attention on a geographical reality in which Indians and non-Indians live adjacent to one another either within the political milieu of a tribal entity-the reservation-or within the bounds of civil governments-towns and counties. Many students of Indian affairs have noted that not only does the reservation's presence affect the demand for various public services, but also this overlapping jurisdiction creates intergovernmental conflict^.^ From the Indians' perspective, the reservation and the county are separate political jurisdictions demarcated by appropriate boundaries; as local citizens see it, the reservation lies within the territorial (i.e., governmental) borders of the county.
At its core, political geography explores the interrelationships between polity and the geographical environment. Such geographic inquiry seeks to explain how polity affects the spatial arrangement of human settlements and economy and how it ordains human spatial organi~ation.~ Moreover, this branch of geography explores the unique ways in which polity impacts or fashions the interaction of various political places, such as between sovereigns, the federal government and the states, the states and their cities and counties. Rarely have geographers sought to define, much less explain, the complex political relationships that exist between Indian tribes and the federal and state governments. The polity of reservations mostly involves relations between tribes (i.e., reservations as jural places) and the federal government (i.e., Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Congress), but the polity of Indian Country focuses on relations between tribes and local citizens (counties and cities as well as their ~t a t e s ) .~ By identifying this greater geographical reality as extending to the borders of counties and by factoring in the role of the state, we can undertake greater political geographical analysis of Indian Country. And by emphasizing the issue of jurisdiction, we will recognize how law and litigation provide vital clues to the evolving definition of Indian Country. In the meantime, we must first be sure of what is meant by reservation. fig. l(d) ].7 As colleagues in this symposium suggest, issues related to taxation of Indian income and property and to the rights of reservation Indians to vote in local elections add measurably to this confused political landscape. And, no doubt, intrusion by state and local governments into the affairs of tribes, whether in the mistaken notion or deliberate guise of law-andorder authority, has led to some federal consent regarding this behavior. Indeed, states such as California encouraged passage of P. L. 280 (1953) , which transferred some jurisdiction to several states and their local civil division^.^ While Indian lands lie within the external borders of the nation and the various states, they remain unique political entities because of their trust status and their surviving inherent sovereignty. It is the translation of this sovereignty into its everyday meaning, where Indians and non-Indians interact within and adjacent to reservations, that leads to conflicts and begs for a more clearly articulated definition of both reservation and Indian Country. If one has noted from time to time the reports in the press about conflicts between tribes and local citizens, one is aware that differences in political interaction exist in Indian Country depending, for example, on the state and the particular reservation. States with high resident Indian populations (e.g., Arizona, South Dakota) reveal a greater number of interactional problems in Indian L a n d ( P r o p e r t y ) F e d e r a l Lawlessness Rules on Indian Land?"ll To the general public, the logical response would be the civil authorities, and indeed New York's Governor Mario Cuomo early on could have ordered state troopers onto the reservations under federal law, which gives the state some degree of jurisdiction over resident tribes. Although intervention by local and state authorities may take place, rarely does such action prove fruitful in the long run, and often it is declared illegal. Yet, as in the instance of New York, where the governor finally sent in state troopers to restore order, the public perceives the flow of authority emanating from state and local governments. As Pommerscheim notes, "Without an understanding of the legal and cultural roots involved in the formation of reservations, it is impossible to comprehend much of the current social reality and political atmosphere that dominates individual and institutional life in Indian Country. "12 In effect, local citizens cannot comprehend the separate polity of tribes, and find it difficult to accept the notion of a tripartite government in Indian Country [ fig. l(e) ]. Since tribes, unlike many territories and the District of Columbia, do not currently possess representation in Congress, local neighbors may be bewildered by their relatively strong political clout. For example, some years ago the Navajo Nation successfully rejected a request by Oklahoma for the extradition of an Indian from the state of New Mexico; extradition normally is a power reserved for sovereign states.13
Political geographers may well identify the reservation as a form of human group territoriality. There exists a sense of spatial identity (homeland) and a sense of exclusiveness (trust status).
In time, of course, exclusiveness became modified by the entry of non-Indians on the land. If group territoriality also possesses physical or residential proximity, a high degree of homogeneity "of social, economic and political attributes" and functional interdependence,14 these characteristics today are much changed by the opening of reservations to non-Indian owners and residents and by the fact that reservation economy depends more on external assistance and money than on Indian-earned income within the reservation. The changing political geography of the reservation has come about because of the creation of a greater Indian Country, always in flux.
A LEGALIPROPRIETAL VIEW OF INDIAN COUNTRY
A general map of Indian Country-one focusing on property relationships-does not readily reveal any significant basis for conflict ( fig. 2) . Nor is the source of conflict and confusion to be found readily in the current codified definition of Indian Country:
(a) all land within the limits of any Indian reservation under the jurisdiction of the United States government, notwithstanding the issuance of any patent, and, including rights-of-way running through the reservation, (b) all dependent Indian communities within the borders of the United States whether within the original or subsequently acquired territory thereof, and whether within or without the limits of a state and (c) all Indian allotments, the Indian titles to which have not been extinguished, including rights-of-way running through the same (emphasis added).15
Originally written into criminal legislation governing the tribes, the current definition of Indian Country does not effectively reflect the course of civil case law over the past half-century. Aside from the prohibition of the sale of liquor to Indians living on reservations or in adjacent non-Indian communities, the most critical interaction has focused on criminal issues involving the authority of the tribes over non-Indians on reservations. In fact, case law has expanded the codified definition so as to include allotments sold out of trust to non-Indians.16 "Notwithstanding the issuance of any patent" may be an initial source of confusion- suggesting to some observers that alienated parcels held by nonIndians belong to the political reservation-and, hence, are subject to tribal jurisdiction-and to others that these lands merely lie within the geographic sphere of Indian Country and are not necessarily a legal or political part of the reservation. However, events and issues resulting from the unfortunate collision of the Indian's perception of his autonomous space and the nonIndian's identity with local civil jurisdiction form the bases for redefining Indian Country.
Other definitions of Indian Country allude to the legal complexity of the term and, in part, focus on its historic, not legal, origins :
Indian County is a romantic phrase that evokes nostalgia for the Old West as depicted in the movies. Indian Country once meant exactly that, the country of Indians, a place where Indians lived and where the trade and intercourse acts controlled. It was a geographical definition with clear-cut jurisdictional overtones. It could be marked on a map with some accuracy. . . .
Today, except when used for questions of federal criminal jurisdiction, Indian Country is about as provisional as "Marlboro country," that is, it is an image, or a state of mind, or a sociological phenomenon to many. Indian country is an incredibly complex jurisdictional issue disguised in a colorful phrase.17
Other legal scholars put it this way:
[Tlhe concept of Indian Country has been elevated by federal law above other ideas because it transcends mere geographical connotations and represents that sphere of influence in which Indian traditions and federal laws i passed specifically to deal with the political relationship 
popular conception to a highly technical legal term is testimony to the ability of the law to incorporate customs within its intellectual framework (emphasis added).18
At various times in the past, tracts of Indian land remained outside the general interpretation of Indian Country. Deloria and Lytle remind us that allotments lying outside reservation borders (i.e., within national forests or on the public domain) did not fall under the general definition until it was necessary to ascertain the legal status of Pueblo Indian lands in 1913. The court argued then that Indian Country should embrace any lands occupied by "distinctly Indian communities" and "recognized and treated by the Government as 'dependent communities' entitled to [federal] protection." Eventually the definition came to embrace any trust lands, which would include those state-recognized entities (e.g., the Eastern Cherokee of North Carolina) and any new lands granted or purchased for the tribes.19 As such, the definition has broadened not only because of changing legal considerations, but also because of geographical factors that do not easily subordinate to issues of subject matter in law.
I have inferred that statutes and case law over the past decades have much modified the formal definition of Indian Country. Changing legal interpretations of reservations usually set in motion concomitant changes in the meaning of Indian Country. Some legalists note, for example, that in 1948 Congress did "uncouple reservation status from Indian ownership and statutorily define Indian country to include lands held in fee by non-Indians within reservation boundaries." Moreover, Congress "put to rest any argument that Indian lands ceased being federal Indian enclaves when the state . . . was admitted to the Union without a disclaimer of jurisdiction." These disclaimers, either in state constitutions at statehood or in later statutes, have normally precluded state jurisdiction over tribes and reservation^.^^ However, case law has considerably opened the door to state and local jurisdictional matters, in part because reservation areas that are predominantly non-Indian in character (e.g., Yakima, Washington and White Earth, Minnesota) otherwise present administrative burdens to local government, just as those areas that are overwhelmingly Indian but include some non-Indian owners and residents have created similar problems for the tribes.21
Even if Indian Country continues to be a political entity in flux, its fundamental definition remains unchanged. Its legal measure . continues to be based on reservations, allotments both in trust and fee, and the presence of non-Indians within the external bounds of the reservation. Its geographic measure focuses on bounds that may prove to be boundless and on spatial interaction between tribes and their trust lands and non-Indians, former trust lands, and towns and counties. This definition does not suggest that a tidy delimitation of Indian Country exists beyond that defined in the U.S. Code. Logic tells us not to look to the code, nor entirely to law, for a broader geographical explication of Indian Country. As we will see, historical events and environmental issues also play dynamic and, at times, volatile roles in the constant redefinition of Indian Country.
AN ETHNOHISTORICAL VIEW OF INDIAN COUNTRY
Cumulatively, treaties, laws, court decisions, and administrative actions have led to the reconfiguration of tribal territory. Through treaties of land cession, for example, many tribes have retained some original territory anchored in the aboriginal past. Rights derived from treaty recognition of "inherent" sovereignty have included traditional fishing and hunting, access to and exclusive use of sacred sites and places, and other rights related to the utilization of resources now located outside the external boundaries of reservations ( fig. 3) . These rights and the claims to them focus on resources now in the private sector or within federal or other public lands (see fig. 4 ).22 For example, in northern California and in the Pacific Northwest, tribal members, within or without trust lands, have pursued traditional fishing based on treaty provisions, only to find themselves in conflict with local or state jurisdictions . 23 Generally, some resolution of stateltribal conflicts over traditional fishing rights has transpired, but several issues have left all parties in doubt as to the long-term outlook for treaty fishing and hunting rights on lands no longer part of native territory or designated reservations. In many states, the exercise of these traditional rights may be interpreted as contradictory to the objectives of state conservation programs to sustain fish and game or protect aesthetic and scenic resources. While it may not be definitive, the court ruling regarding Quinault hunting of elk in Olympic National Park (Washington) sets the pace for further rejection of treaty rights to hunt or fish on lands formerly part of reservat i o n~.~~ In this instance, the tribe sought compensation, because it was argued that such a right was compensable property, but the court did not concur.
INDIAN COUNTRY -I1
(An Ethnohistorical View) h -FIGURE 3. Indian Country-11. The ethnohistorical view identifies the "treaty" past, which includes ceded lands still generally subject to traditional fishing and hunting rights, lands recognized as both "original" title and "recognized" title, Similarly! the United States Supreme Court overturned a decision that had supported the Klamath Indians! claim to hunt and fish on former reservation lands. In this instance! the specifics of the legal history of tribal land led to a contrary conclusion. There had been a dispute over the reservation's boundaries in 1901; an agreement reached thereafter led to the cession of additional land without mention of surviving fishing or hunting rights. The tribe! in fact! was paid for the cession. In 1954/ Congress terminated the federal government's trusteeship over the Mamath; the act passed for this purpose did protect hunting and fishing rights on former reservation lands. Ultimately! the Indian Claims Commission made a monetary award to the tribe for the lands ceded in l90lr but did not mention any surviving rights. This case suggests that careful wording to protect traditional hunting and fishing must be written into law, although generally laws and treaties are not construed to be disadvantageous to the tribes. 25 Treaties of land cession created "recognized titleT'-in effect! title protected by laws that are yet subject to change by Congress. Such title figures importantly in litigation over the free exercise of traditional rights! but it has also been the foundation of land claims cases.26 Ironicallyr successfu1 litigation leading to monetary awards for the plaintiff tribes has meant that acceptance of the money is tantamount to relinquishment of all further claims to the adjudicated lands. In part! this condition explains the rejection of claims awards by some tribes and bands-for example! the Pit River Indians (California)! but most notably the Sioux in respect to the Black Hills (South Dakota). The Sioux have won a decisive victory against the United States government over claims to the Black Hills. However! even if Indians reject the mo~etary award! the courts cannot restore land! and politicians see the Black Hills as a part of irredeemable A m e r i~a .~~ On the other hand! acceptance of claims awards does not necessarily resolve this ethnohistorical problem/ for it does not preclude a continuing conflict between Indians and non-Indians in Indian Country. If quieting title by litigation truly brings to an end any claim to property in the past! non-Indians perceive such decisions as final in the sense of lifting a title cloud over lands long owned and occupied by them. But the final-and irrevocable-judgment against the survival of Indian hunting and fishing rights has not yet come about.
What about sacred places? If they no longer are the property of tribes by dint of land cessions and other transactions, how do they figure in the meaning of Indian Country today? When such places lie within the public domainf Congress has provided selectively for exclusive Indian use for religious purposes and even has restored ownership. For example! Congress restored Blue Lake and adjacent lands to the Taos Pueblo of New Mexico! making "whole1' a restoration of an aboriginal sacred place then housed in a national foresteZ8 Similarlyl a federal act in 1984 restored a Zuni sacred site-Kolhu/wala:wa-but did not provide for tribal ownership of land between the reservation and the site, although the latter is on the public domaine29 On the other hand, -neither the Navajo nor the Hopi succeeded in court to obtain either restoration of a part of the San Francisco Peaks (Arizona) (photo 1) as a sacred place! or a guarantee of its preservation against the influential forces of the United States Forest Service! bent on the creation of the Arizona Snow Bowl. 30 The passage of the American Indian Religious Freedom Act has given some tribes the stimulus to seek restoration or at least exclusive use of sacred places! but this and other laws have not always provided the ultimate means to clear up the confusion over such sites within Indian Country.31
Ethnohistorical identity with territory cannot be minimized as a contemporary ingredient of confrontations and litigation over land tenure or jurisdiction in Indian Country. For this and other reasons! not always well established in case law or codified, any definition must embrace a larger meaning that sustains the past as part of the present and future of tribal life! despite the lack of clear understanding of how former Indian property figures in the occupation and ownership of Indian Country.
A POLITICAL-GEOGRAPHICAL VIEW -?
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OF INDIAN COUNTRY
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When Indian reservations constituted extraterritorial places, and when Indian Country was simply unceded territory beyond a delimited or demarcated line, no one found it critical to refine these bounds. But with the continual establishment of states carved out of territories as the nation moved westward! extraterritorialitv eventuallv came to an end, and reservations came to within the borders of states and counties. Had a federal policy ~f sustaining the extraterritorial status of reservations persisted, would not likely have included them. But many reser-'*vations ultimately became fragments of larger tribal territory, and 3congress would no longer treat tribes as nations or as the equivaMoreover, had the administration of Indian affairs not shifted the policy of land allotment, today we would not encounter swh a legal-geographical conundrum. For one thing, once the Meral government opened numerous reservations to land sales and homesteading by non-Indians, new questions arose regarding which government-tribal or local-had jurisdiction over nonIndian lands and their owners or r e s i d e n t~.~~ In fact, legalists emphasize how jurisdiction represents the key issue in any debate over the broader or narrower interpretation of Indian Country. For example, Getches and his associates haveidentified several $actors that must be considered (three are cited herein): the geographic area encompassed by tribal and federal juristhe persons, Indian and non-Indian, over whom state or '-' tribal jurisdiction extends in Indian country , the subject matter over which state or tribal jurisdiction ex-**
tends in Indian country34
Various cases have helped to sort out the jurisdictional issue, but they do not necessarily clarify the geographic extent of Indian Country in all situations.
In Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe, for example, the court ruled that tribal courts do not have criminal jurisdiction over nonIndians inside their b0rders.3~ Subsequently, in Washington v.
Confederated Tribes of the Colville Indian Reservation, the court upheld the retention of tribal power to tax cigarette sales to nonmembers.36 Tribes can tax non-Indians who conduct business on reservations. More and more tribes have sustained the authority to plan and zone as well as tax and impose health, safety, and environmental regulations over lands and enterprises, Indian and non-Indian, within reservations. While these legal actions have tended to strengthen tribal powers, the counterforce has been the implied, if not real, intent of federal legislation permitting certain state criminal laws to apply on reservations. Also, P. L. 280 -the law-and-order statute-created a great deal of legal mischief by authorizing several states to assume criminal and civil jurisdiction over reservations, but left unclear how broad this mandate was to be. Many scholars note that the states and their local governments misconstrued the law; thus they tripped over themselves in an effort, for example, to zone Indian land use.
California and New Mexico are states that repeatedly have forged ahead despite judicial constraints placed on P. L. 280. Because of a unique checkerboard of tribal and municipal lands, the Agua Caliente band of Indians and the city of Palm Springs (California) some years ago almost came to blows over who had authority to zone trust lands. Ultimately, the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the city entered into a mutually acceptable agreement that obliged the latter to consult tribal officials in any future attempt to zone Indian allotments. Here, as in cases in New Mexico (e.g., Tesuque), local authorities have argued that land use developments such as housing and resorts destined for non-Indian ownership or rental should come under their jurisdiction. Not so, say most courts.37 Courts have also generally rejected local assertions of jurisdiction over gambling on reservation^.^^ However, by obliging tribes to collect taxes from non-Indian purchasers, the courts have sought to balance the jurisdictional scale somewhat where tribes have taken advantage of trust protection by not collecting excise taxes on cigarettes or gasoline. This brief recitation of jurisdictional conflicts merely samples a larger arena.
One would hope that litigation, however contrary to the position of the tribes, would once and for all settle many jurisdictional conflicts. Considerable litigation has resulted because both tribes and statellocal officials have contested the intent of laws that, while opening up reservations to non-Indian land ownership, have rarely made clear if all or part of the external borders of these reservations have been extinguished. Such laws often have placed Indian landholders outside the bounds of reservations, while leaving many non-Indians inside. how to quantify these rights, and states have sought to step in to adjudicate rights among Indian and non-Indian litigants. Westerners generally appreciate the fact that, with increasing population and urbanization, demands for finite water supplies that are now already oversubscribed threaten to bankrupt many comnunities. Additionally, non-Indian users of water within reseryations have expressed concern over the articulation of their water rights vis-a-vis tribal irrigation districts.46 Indianlnon-Indian interaction in Indian Country includes, of course, many other factors-some economic, others social-even though political implications continue to prevail. As noted by a well-known anthrop~logist,~~ some Indian reservations have witnessed the intrusion of control from urban markets, and these interests have subordinated reservation resource utilization to urban-oriented economic activity. Reservations do lie in the hinterland of urban centers, and their resources are often exploited as a result of such factors as low rent, tax allowances, even relaxed environmental standards. This "metropolitan-satellite theory'' has not been well tested, yet we can infer to some degree that tribal resources have been swept up in a political-economic process that extends far beyond the perceived borders of Indian Country. It is much easier to observe the economic interaction between urban communities such as Tacoma and the Puyallup Indians (Washington), Salamanca and the Allegany Indians (New York), or Browning and the Blackfeet Indians (Montana), that is, within specific Indian Country. However, LaDuke and Churchill report the far-reaching impact of corporate mining interests and related health hazards in the environs of the 'Greater" Sioux Nation, for which a map depicts an Indian County that encloses a fair portion of the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty boundary north and west of South Dakota.48 Besides providing a wider parameter to the "geographi~alness'~ of Indian Country, such examples point up the persistence (rejuvenation?) of a colonial approach to the exploitation of tribal resources. Social mobility may also account for an important variable in understanding the political geography of Indian Country. If we differentiate between legal space and social space, we will note that Indians may enjoy the unique legal advantages that ownership in and residence on trust land accord them while, at the same time, they freely move about Indian Country for socioeco-, nomic reasons. One study identifies how the Musqueam Indians work and socialize within the larger community of Vancouver yet sustain their lifeways on the r e~e r v a t i o n .~~ As such, the reservation represents a haven in a political/legal sense, that is, the locus of Indian culture identified with the legal space, but it also makes possible the utilization of social space that corresponds with Indian Country. One suspects that similar patterns may be attributed to the mobility of Indians in other parts of Indian Country, suggesting that the difference between the Indian's perception of space and place-the former being the physical location where one resides; the latter being the unique milieu in which one lives be made throughout Indian Country, for these landscape features identify the reservation as a place of a different genre, fashioned by historic events, laws, and administrative practices, which distinguish the reservation as the quintessential part of the political geography of Indian Country.
Finally, we must not overlook how locational or territorial identity serves as a way to sustain group solidarity. This solidarity accords tribes a sense of separateness as well as permanence in surroundings that too often have undergone considerable physical and institutional/cultural change. Despite the fact that the contemporary trust land unit has been reduced to a fragment of the original territory, or that the tribe was relocated to a new and strange place, the reservation does represent the locus of tribal government and the heart of native culture. The preservation of sovereignty and culture has depended considerably on the wording and intent of treaties, statutes, and case law. However, how Western culture embraces the concepts of political space and sovereignty influences what we expect of tribal behavior behind, so to speak, this wall of protection and immunity. We tend to define this status as autonomy and not translate it as sovereignty. And although the reservation distinguishes a specific territory, it is not a recognized political unit in our federal system. Tribes, however, continue to be quite vocal about the nature of their sovereignty within their borders, and of course the greater this sovereignty is acknowledged in law or in the courts, the more cohesive will be tribal solidarity. In turn, this viewpoint often constitutes the basis for negative interaction between Indians and non-Indians in Indian Country. Fundamentally, the interpretations of the political status of the reservations by Indians and non-Indians stand too far apart; non-Indians tend to perceive the reservation as more or less a form of real property, a notion that may stem from the view in Western culture that property "has become rigidly and territorially defined."56 It is not in the experience of local residents of counties and states to recognize a legitimate politicallterritorial role for the reservation. The general citizenry accepts the reservation as property, indeed, even as trust property, desig-, nated as such to serve the special purpose of tribal protection.
Somewhere among all these variables incident to the political geography of Indian Country there exists a truer picture of this geographical interface in which Indians and non-Indians own andlor occupy lands within and without reservations.
THE INTERFACE OF LAW AND GEOGRAPHY
While law predicates the existence of political jurisdictions where rules and regulations function, law most often emphasizes subcourt decisions frustrate a clearer interpretation of reservations and hence Indian Country, how can we expect the general citizenry to comprehend the political (i.e., jurisdictional) meaning accorded tribes and their lands?S7 Tribal immunities derive generally from laws and court decisions that have either generally acknowledged limited sovereignty or have spelled out the obligations of the federal government to protect the resource base of reservations so that tribes may pursue their own style of self-determination. The courts have argued that the purpose of immunity should be to protect tribal government and territory. However, it is often said that tribal governments possess political, but not territorial, sovereignty; it is the federal government as trustee that protects the integrity of the reservat i~n .~~ As long as tribes can flourish in this political milieu, then perhaps my asserted distinctions between the roles of law and geography become moot, and boundaries are less of a factor in ruling on state and local intrusion in Indian Country. As Haslam suggests, the key is not only to determine the location of the event or issue, but also to identify the subject matter and the parties.59 In terms of conflict resolution in Indian Country, more than one public or tribal official, judge, or attorney has asked, "Who has jurisdiction-the tribe, the federal government, or the state?"
Logically enough, tribes have a strong voice in the management of internal affairs, yet may lose some capacity when dealing with external matters, in part because non-Indians who own and reside on Indian lands belong to and identify with the larger body politic. The Crow, for example, were denied the right to prohibit nonmembers from hunting and fishing on nonmember lands;60 the Yakima could restrictively zone against non-Indian entry into and use of lands in a designated closed area, but could not so restrict similar uses by non-Indians in designated open areas.61 Some years ago, several states could and did intervene pursuant to P. L. 280 (1953) . But Congress, in the Civil Rights Act of 1968, provided that tribes must consent to coming under the provisions of P. L. 280 and granted tribes the power to retrocede from existing authority. This has led to much confusion in Indian Country, for that law-and-order measure seemed to focus on issues of taxation and criminal and some civil jurisdiction, and led many local governments to presume they had authority over planning and zoning. Some real and presumed state and local authority over reservations emanated from the wording and intent of the Organized Crime Control Act (OCCA).62 Also, subsequent to case law, violation of state law might have become a compelling argument for state and local intrusion on Indian lands. Yet California v. Cabazon Band of Mission Indians (1987) , a recent case involving gambling on the reservation, demonstrates that, despite P. L. 280, the state cannot impose its will on the Indians. In this instance, the court said that the state's compelling reason-fear of the entry of organized crime-did not supersede the Indians' economic intere~t.6~
Such decisions suggest a pendulum, which swings back and forth between geographic and subject matter emphases. In recent years, some cases, however limited in significance, have demonstrated a clearer view of the role of subject matter in Indian Country. For example, because the bald eagle, a migratory bird, is protected nationally under the Eagle Protection Act (E.P.A.),'j4 the Indians' use of this bird as part of religious functions has come under attack. In an early case, the Migratory Bird Treaty Act was construed as not applying to tribal Indians on reservations and therefore not abrogating Indian treaty rights to hunt any birds under the law. However, the interests of conservation have created compelling reasons to extend the meaning of eagle protection to all parties, including Indians on trust lands. Thus, when the Eagle Protection Act was invoked, opposing interpretations arose over a pair of cases heard before the Eighth and Ninth Circuits. While the Eighth Circuit, in United States v. White, held that the act did not rescind treaty rights, the Ninth Circuit, in United States v. Fryberg, argued that treaty rights not deemed consistent with the E.P.A. were abrogated. Ultimately, the United States Supreme Court ruled that the E.P.A., while not clearly abrogating treaty rights, could supersede them by requiring permits for religious use of the bird. This is not the place to debate the varying roles of wildlife conservation laws. Yet these cases demonstrate that subject matter can ultimately sweep over or nullify boundaries, thus diminishing the separate territorial meaning of reservations. This does not infer, however, that states can readily enter trust lands by this route. 65 That Congress should clearly delineate boundaries of authority is argued by Alien, who identifies the greater geographical reality in which state intervention in the name of environmental management becomes vital.66 Several states contain a quantum of Indian land, whose configurations encompass parts of towns and non-Indian rural holdings. In a study of Indian land in Washington State, where twenty-two reservations represent some 5 percent of state territory, Allen notes that on the Puyallup Indian Reservation, 99 percent of the land is non-Indian-owned (and more than 96 percent of the residents are non-Indians); 80 percent of the residents of Yakima Indian Reservation and 50 percent at Colville Indian Reservation are n~n -I n d i a n .~~ The Yakima Indian Reservation encloses the municipality of Toppenish (photo 2), and much of the Puyallup Reservation is nearly enclosed by the city of Tacoma. The numbers of non-Indian residents and their proximity to urban communities often provide justification for assertion of state and local regulations over environmental management on Indian lands.
Washington State has sought a uniform program of hazardous waste management that cannot be achieved, in their view, so long as the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) administers federal regulations on Indian lands. Hazardous waste sites are subject to the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), which encourages states to assume jurisdiction over hazardous waste management, but the law does not specifically embrace Indian lands. In Washington, fear of the spread of contaminants via groundwater draining from reservations is one of many concerns warranting uniform practices and a more rigorous program than the federal act establishes. In a suit brought by the state, the court upheld the EPA's jurisdiction over Indian landsa subject matter decision sustaining the geographic integrity of the reservation.68 However, hazardous waste demands a holistic environmental approach, and it seems ecologically sensible to establish consistent standards. On the other hand, once again tribal immunity creates a wall that normally only the federal government can penetrate. This is not the place to expound at length on the legal arguments that sustain or reduce the role of geographical preemption in Indian affairs. However, just how subject matter preemption affects the broader meaning of Indian Country must be addressed. The roots of subject matter preemption lie in the regulation of commercial trade with the tribes derived from the Trade and Intercourse Acts.69 These laws have their foundation in constitutional provisions that create federal preemption over the tribes and that form the legal basis for Indian exemption from state taxation and regulation.
Wilkinson speaks of the "reach of the traders" statutes, which help to distinguish the role of subject matter preemption in Indian Country. State taxation of liquor sales is often cited; however, even here it is not always clear if states can impose taxes on sales on Indian reservations. In a number of instances in recent years, the courts have acceded to the view that non-Indian purchasers of products (e.g., gasoline or cigarettes) on reservations must pay excise taxes and that the tribes must duly collect them. On matters of resource development, state law is normally preempted. Wilkinson further notes that [wlhile the barrier to state jurisdiction of subject matter preemption has been employed by the Court to construe many of the major statutory schemes in Indian policy, the second bar, geographical preemption, has been used more sparingly due to the Court's preference for relying on statutory subject matter grounds to deny state law (emphasis added).'" Thus we find that Indians and non-Indians, as in tax cases involving reservations, may well be treated separately-the former .as immune, the latter as subject to state jurisdictions. Since geographical preemption has its basis in treaties, statutes, and agreements, this immunity clearly creates a separate polity on the landscape. Overall, Wilkinson notes, "Important questions remain to be resolved, especially regarding the final boundaries of state taxation, state environmental and commercial regulationsl and state and tribal court jurisdiction" (emphasis added).71 A CLOSING COMMENT Lest I make too much of a case for geography, readers should keep in mind that legalists and social scientists interpret some of the same content from much different vantage points. There is a quantum of studies by legal scholars on the subject of tribes, inherent sovereignty, autonomy, jurisdiction, and self-determination. Geographers have not ventured forth into this legal arena. Thus, I make a first and perhaps flawed attempt to suggest a different interpretation of the meaning of Indian Country as a legal1 political place; for fuller comprehension, this interpretation probably demands the collective attention of legalists and political geographers. Refinement of such meaning does not necessarily make it more useful in litigation or administration. Nevertheless, whatever light we can shed on Indian Country as a unique place that brings Indians and non-Indians into frequent contact should go far toward helping each party appreciate the other's position. For years I have wondered if such clarification would reduce the amount of law-and-order conflict and thus eliminate much of the litigation that seems to discourage efforts toward consistent political and legal interaction between the parties in Indian Country. I agree with the view that conflict resolution between Indians and non-Indians must occur in the hinterland, not in Washington, D.C.; perhaps the creation of intergovernmental agreements (IGAs) and state Indian commissions or bureaus will eventually reduce some of the conflict and the l i t i g a t i~n .~~ Law creates unique space, and, as is often noted, law also occupies it. 73 Since law has created reservations as distinct geographical entities, law must take into account how geography-both natural and man-made-impacts the definition of these entities. For geography is an equal participant not only in the definition of a reservation, but also in the definition of Indian Country. In my estimation, law and geography are inextricably linked in any further pursuit of geolegal clarity, however elusive and frustrating, in Indian affairs.
